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The bottom of the picture represents Mother Earth, a 
creation of movement upward through the water. There is 
an explosion of fire/power that leads up to the pathway 
on people walking, representing our group purpose. Each 
person is attached to a strap that covers the earth. We are 
called "Power Players". We rise and fall (cycle from 
Mother Earth to Father Sky) to connect and form 
uniformity. We are making heaven on earth! With love --
Deborah Thomas-Smith 

Lower right =  a celestial light being that is firmly rooted 
in us. Circles = the clearest words and phrases that came 
through: healing and healers; magnitude; global; concrete 
and in the world; fertile ground. I understand from this 
that our group is doing great works with scope to make 
an impact greater than what we've imagined thus far; that 
the timing is right and we are on purpose; and that we are 
divinely guided, led and supported to do the work 
together. ==Liz Philipose 

Drawing is not my forte, so I took this picture in Australia 
that illustrates what I saw. We recognize the path that 
already exists, through a well-cleared forest we rise, with 
Grace bringing our brothers and sisters with us, ending 
the perceived separation of our world.  

--Dr. Felicia Williams 

My spiritual journey = Peacefully Observing. What is 
calling me? Step up. Who are we? Warriors of Light. A 
current of energy flowing into a light bulb. Who are we 
for each other? Affirmative Reflectors. A source of 
expansion for the global community. Why are we here? I 
saw a journey….a circle. The Beloved Community. This 
circle is a breathing circle, as it expands more people 
easily come in without effort. Is there anything else we 
need to know? You are my beloved, in whom I am well 
pleased. --Ade Anifowose 

My spiritual journey = BRIGHT!!!  ALIVE!!!! What is 
right before me? LOVE!!! My next step? TEACH and 
ENERGIZE  Who are we? THE LOVERS Who are we to 
each other? Our connection is a covenant, undeniable, 
real, unstoppable. What does the program ask of me? Be 
available, be present, be ready to MOVE. Support Rev. D 
and Coleen. Be BOLD. Anything else? Love myself 
unconditionally. I declare: I AM A LOVER. Speak! –
Jean Sibley 

(No pictures for this row) 
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(2	  drawings,	  LEFT	  and	  CENTER)	  	  
#1	  My favorite part is "Who We Are" top right...a huge raincloud filled with millions of drops, and then raindrops falling and nourishing the earth. "What is calling me," bottom right, a 
beautiful flower under those raindrops and the word "grow." 
#2	  Open	  hands	  with	  beautiful	  energy	  flowing	  from	  the	  center	  of	  both	  palms.	  –	  Coleen	  Douglas	  
	  	  

(RIGHT,	  above	  )	  Our	  path	  is	  multi-‐dimensional.	  As	  we	  support	  each	  other,	  we	  create	  a	  global	  synergy	  of	  Oneness,	  Truth,	  and	  Possibility	  	  
–	  Rev	  D	  
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(LEFT, above) 
Strong foundation of our individual paths red lines moving towards our creation of light. Community of Light, a feeding station, lifting and 
fine tuning our spirits in actions, words and deeds. Green outer movement filled with wholeness following paths of our deepest hearts 
intent. – Judth Roth 
	  
(RIGHT, above) 
When asked, "Who are we?" I immediately saw a huge moving wall of blue ocean water, a tidal wave. 
  
The wave was moving towards the shore but not in a menacing manner. At the top of the wave, in the foam, were smiling faces. 
--Teresa Jenkins 
 
(LEFT, below) 
Pure energy, very effervescent, supported. I am showered in pure energy – clear, awake, goodness – Dawni Pappas 
(RIGHT, below) BE together  Heart  Healing Pain in left foot on top…it felt like releasing the pain of moving forward  -- Dawni Pappas 
Cathy G. did not send a drawing but said on the call: "We are the nothingness through which the Everything comes" 
	  

   -- D 	  

	  


